Live Animal Acceptance Checklist – Pet as Checked

Reservation No: ____________________

Destination: __________________

Flt#:_______________

Total Kennels at Checkin: ______ Gross Weight: ______ Lbs
Dimensions in inches for this Kennel: ____ x ____ x ____ Passenger Name: _________________________________
Important Information:
Please check all items and return to the Pacific Coastal Airlines representative. If any of the boxes below are checked NO,
the kennel will not be accepted. Animals of different species cannot be combined in the same container. If your kennel has
wheels they must be removed or disabled. Collapsible and Soft Sided kennels, kennels secured with clamps only, or kennels
with plastic doors are prohibited.
The maximum size allowed for a checked pet is 40” L X 27” W X 30” H inches and a maximum gross weight of 140lbs.
Animals not meeting these criteria cannot be transported.
GENERAL ACCEPTANCE
1. The animal(s) is/are eight (8) weeks
or more of age.

YES

NO





2.

The kennel door is secure with no
chance of coming apart.





3.

The top of the kennel is solid with
no openings.





4.

The animal(s) is/are able to stand in
a natural position without coming
into contact with the roof.





GENERAL ACCEPTANCE
5. The interior of the kennel is clean,
dry, free of offensive odour and has
absorbent material inside.
6. All sides of the kennel are secure,
there are no cracks, if clamped zap
straps have been added
7. Including the door there is
unblocked ventilation on all four (4)
sides of the kennel.
8. I understand Pacific Coastal
Airlines checked pet embargo
period is from Dec 15-Jan 6th
inclusive. No checked pets are
accept for travel during these dates.

YES

NO

















Pet Owners Certification for Live Animals
The pet owner acknowledges that Pacific Coastal Airlines will not be liable for any loss, damage or expense arising from death due to
natural causes, death or injury of any animal(s) caused by the conduct or acts of the live animal(s) its(them)self or of other animals, such as
biting, kicking, goring or smothering, nor for that caused or contributed to by the conditions, nature or propensities of the animal(s).
Pet Owner Initials: _______
Limited Release and Acknowledgement
The pet owner acknowledges that he/she shall hold harmless Pacific Coastal Airlines, its owners, Board of Directors, employees or
Agents of any damage or inherent costs caused as a direct result of the transport of such animal(s), such as delay of the aforementioned
transport and consequences thereof.
Pet Owner Initials: _______
Cold Weather Waiver
The pet owner acknowledges that Pacific Coastal Airlines does not recommend the transportation of live animals on SAAB 340 aircraft
from November 1 to March 31 because the cargo compartments of this aircraft are not heated. Therefore in consideration of Pacific
Coastal Airlines transporting the(se) live animal(s) identified on the air waybill, the shipper agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Pacific Coastal Airlines, its owners, Board of Directors, employees or Agents from and against any claims resulting from the injury to
or death of any such animal(s) due to carriage in the unheated cargo compartments of this aircraft.
Pet Owner Initials: _______

Date: __________

Time: __________

__________________________
Agent Initials

24APR2020

________________________
Base of Origin

__________________________
Passenger Signature

